Importance of Math's In Life
. Ujal Gurung
Class : 7 'C'
Mathematics is a methodical application of matter. It is so said
because the subject makes a man methodical or systematic. Mathematics
make our life orderly and prevents chaos. Certain qualities that are
natured by mathematics are power of reasoning, creativity abstract or
spatial thinking, critical thinking, problem solving ability and also effective
communication skills.
Mathematics is needed on everything like, house design, length,
breadth and height, solving many problems etc. Mathematics is the cradle
of all creations, without which the world cannot move an inch. Whether
the farmer or a carpenter, a magician, shopkeeper, everyone needs
Mathematics in their day to day life even insects use Mathematics in their
everyday life for existence.
In my opinion, teacher mustn't load the formulae of Maths rather
than relating it with daily life and other good examples that make Maths
fun to learn. For explaining a topic in Mathematics, a teacher should take
help of pictures, sketches, diagram and solid models as far as possible.
As it is believed that the process of learning is complete if our sense of
hearing is accompanied by our sense of sight. If we fail here then we will
develop a phobia for the subjects as we move on to the higher classes.
Snails makes their shells, spiders design their webs and bees build
their hexagonal combs. There are countless examples of Mathematical
pattern in nature's fabric. Anyone can be a mathematician if one is given
proper guidance and training in the formative period of one's life. A good
curriculum of Mathematics is helpful in effective teaching and learning of
the subject. Experience says learning Mathematics can be made easier
and enjoyable if our curriculum includes Mathematical activities and
games.




I Love Tigers
. Aaramva Sapkota
Class : 1 'A'
There are few tigers around our world. All the tigers are carnivores.
Tigers are found is Asia and in other continents. Also Tigers are the
biggest cat in the world. Tigers are in different colours. They have four
legs and tail. Tigers are mammals. A tiger's baby is called a cub. Tigers
live in jungle.



Water
. Sabal K.C.
Class : 1 'A'
Water is a gift of nature. We find water in ponds, river, seas etc. It is
used for drinking, washing and cleaning. We should drink pure water.
Boiled water or filtered water is good for our health. Without water, no
living things can survive. Both animals and plants need water to survive.
We should use it wisely.



Sun
. Keon Gurung
Class : 1 'C'
1. The sun is a star.
2. The sun gives us light.
3. The sun is a ball of fire.
4. It keeps us warm and gives us heat.
5. The sun rises in the East in the morning.
6. The sun sets in the West in the evening.
7. Plants make their food with the help of sunlight.
8. If there is no sun, it will be dark everywhere.
9. So, I like the sun very much.

My Self
. Prasiddhi Bhurtel
Class : 1 'B'
My name is Prasiddhi Bhurtel. I am 7 years old. I live in Pokhara-30. I
read in class 1 'B'. My school's name is Global Collegiate School. My
hobby is to draw. I like to eat Momo. I am a happy little girl. I am a
healthy girl. I like Pink colour. I like to swim in summer season. I like
to visit new places with my family.



Cat
. Shrisha Sapkota
Class : 2 'B'
Cat is one of the most beautiful domestic animals that people keep in
their houses as a pet. Cat is found in almost every house. It has really
sharp eyes and it can see in the dark. It eats fish, milk and meat. Cats
love to stay in warm place. They have really good eyesight. Kids love
cat so much. I also like cat very much.



The Dog
. Priyani Basnet
Class : 2 'C'
The dog is a four-footed animal. It is a domestic animal kept for the
security. It has strange power of smell. It has long teeth. It has a big
head, two ears, a tail, two eyes, and no horns. It has long claw in its
feet. It has a strong body. There are different types of dogs. Some are
big in size and some are small in size. They are in different colours such
as black, red, white, spotted and others soon. They are omnivorous, so
they prefer flesh to eat. They also eat rice and milk.



My Lovely Teacher
. Riyaj Shahi
Class : 3 'C'
Oh my teacher !
Lovely teacher,
I love you.
I love you.
And I know you
Love me too,
And I know you
Love me too,
Yes you do.
Yes you do
You are so nice,
You are so Kind.
You work hard too
to teach me,
Something new.
And I want to say
Thank you.
And I want to say
Thank you so Much .



Discipline
. Dibyanshu Tiwari
Class : 3 'C'
Discipline is the key to success. Discipline means the habit of doing work
according to the certain rules. If we obey the rules, we are disciplined, if we
disobey the rules, we are indisciplined. A disciplined man can get success in
every step of his life. Disciplined people are liked by all. All the students must
obey their teacher.



Role Of Money In life
. Sulana Bhandari
Class : 7 'C'
We are being told: '‘If Money is lost nothing is lost ; if health is lost,
something is lost but if character is lost, everything is lost.'' Yet we find
people running after wealth from the cradle to the grove. So, it is
difficult to agree with the old saying. Money is very much required thing
in the life however, it cannot buy things like time and love but it pays
for all the things that make our life possible such as shelter, food, health
care, bills, good education, security and safety for you and our loved
ones. Money is the most important source to live a healthy and
prosperous life however, it cannot be compared by the important of
love and care.



About A Flower
. Sneha Tamang
Class : 4 'C'
A flower is the most beautiful part of a tree or plants. Flowers are the
most beautiful gifts given to us by Nature. Flower is a reproductive
portion found in flowering plants. Flowers make the nature so gorgeous.
Flower are those parts of a plant that provide us seeds to make new
plants. The main purpose of the flower is to continue the production of
the specific species. Flowers are mostly used for decoration and also
for making beautiful garlands. The most important use of the flower
decoration and sunflower oil is the mostly used cooking oil in the world.
Flowers are used as a source of medicine and they also help in
pollination and increasing the yield of agricultural crops.




Environment Improvement
. Opal Dhami
Class : 9 'C'

What is environment? The environment is simply our surrounding
which includes physical, biological and social conditions in the
surroundings and I assume that many of us do know the importance
of a healthy environment. Environment Improvement means an
addition to our household which has the intention to contribute to the
protection of the environment. Improving the environment does well
to everyone in existence plants, animals, we human being. It leads a
way to sustainable future. Looking at current situation of the world
right now, without an urgent and thoughtful move every one of us
will get in trouble in the near future. We see it on the news everyday
about climate change, global warming, natural calamities, and other
horrible incidents. It’s all caused by our carelessness towards our
surroundings, cutting down trees mindlessly, polluting every possible
resource which everyone depends on, it is all negligence. If we want
to save our future then we should start improving our habits. Dara
graph charge there are many ways to improve our environment. The
first one is planting trees, we should give massive attention to
preserve plants and trees. According to environment agencies, rate
of deforestation is 10 million hectares per year which is very
concerning. Researchers have found if we put the deforestation
impacts together, up to 60% of amazon tree species could be lost by
2030. Planting trees will certainly bring a lot of benefits and other
ways to improve the environment is reducing carbon footprints, using
the 3R method (reduce, reuse & recycle) proper management of
wastage, volunteering in cleaning program, choosing sustainable
construction methods, and many more.



Human Cloning
. Sarun Lamichhane
Class : 10 'A'
Human cloning should not be legalized and the same can be supported
through psychological reasons, ethical reasons, social reasons, physical
reasons and legal issues which the human race may face if the cloning
is legalized. As few scientists are eager to initiate experiment of human
cloning and once legalized, human cloning would go full-fledged into
testing leading to killing of dozens of embryo (seeds) daily.
If human cloning is legalized and practiced regularly, soon the hospitals
will be full of babies with genetic birth defects. The babies will be
dependent on respirators as their lungs and hearts will be
malfunctioning. Brain damage would be a common occurrence in babies
and the ability to suck will not be present in babies and they would
require to be fed with feeding tubes. If not these, then infants will have
severe physical problems. The infants who will have normal physical
appearance may suffer from genetic abnormality.
It is obvious that the human cloning will definitely have an impact on
human race and it could most likely be negative. It can also be predicted
that once scientists acquire the skill to clone successfully, the value of
life and ecosystem would fall quickly and the need to preserve the
animal species and humans would be eliminated. This would disturb the
ecosystem and cloning would no longer assure the survivability of the
diverse species.
The ban on human cloning also has a religious perspective. It is being
believed by many that human life is a divine creation and all the humans
are to be born in natural way and not created through some scientific
process. Once the life is started to be generated in laboratories, the
value which is being attached to life by humans and law and order
would no longer remain. Taking one’s life would no longer considered
be a crime and the criminal might escape the law by merely paying for
the clone creation.



War
. Akriti Ghimire
Class : 7 'C'
War is an intense conflict between two or more countries, states,
government, societies or communities with deadly weapons. Wars
involve the use of weapons, soldiers and military organizations. Wars
destroy many communities, families and also damage the social and
economic development of the nation. Due to wars, many people die,
get injured and many lose their loved ones. Wars started due to the
competition over territory, resources, economic, religious, political etc
reasons. In the World War-I (WW-I) the countries such as UK, France,
Germany Belgium, Austria, Hungary, USA, Italy, Japan, Serbia,
Romania, Turkey, Russian Empire, Czechoslovakia and Canada were
included. The WW-I had lasted more than it was predicted. The WW-I
had destroyed many empires, broken nations and had increased the
rates of colonization's. In the World War-II (WW-II), Germany. France,
UK, Italy, USA, Japan, Poland and 17 other countries were included
WW-II had killed 70 to 95 million people and dropped 3% of the global
population of that time. As we all probably know, there is a war going
on between Russia and Ukraine. This war started because Ukraine was
one of the part of Russia and Russia wants the territory of Ukraine back
to itself. Due to this the prices of fuel, gold and other materials are
increasing as well. According to different military organizations, this war
will not be considered as World War-III (WW-III) unless another
member country of the NATO joins the war.
At the end, war never leads to good for anyone. It always ends with
killing lots of people, destroying places, injuring people etc. Thus,
instead of starting wars, the leaders of each state should find a peaceful
way to solve their problems.



Birthday
. Sanjeeta Shreesh
Class : 8 'C'
There are many people who love to celebrate their birthday as the
favourite day of the year. I’m one of the person of them. Birthday is the
most awaited day in everyone's life. It is the day when we were born.
We receive beautiful presents and wishes from our close ones that
make our day more special. Someone loves to celebrate their birthday
with poor children or in an orphanage or old age home. But I enjoy
celebrating this special and favourite day with my family and friends
because the family is the child’s first and main special group. Most of
the learning comes from the family. So in my opinion, celebrating one’s,
birthday can keep the family relationship healthy. In other words,
birthday is a time to express thanking to God for bringing us into this
world. It also makes the person mature. We get older and gain a sense
of maturity every year. It is the one day where we get to see all our
loved ones in one place. I think being loved is one of the most special
feelings in the world. It is a great time to reflect past, evaluate present
and make plans for the future.







Time
. Abisha Bishwash
Class : 8 'B'

I thought time flies fast,
But sometime slow
But I got to know with time
That it is not neither fast nor slow.
Like the same way I thought life was long,
So I could do what I want forever with no worries.
But like the time, Life isn’t short nor long,
Life is a bit long movie we experience our self.
Seniors and Elders always told me to be punctual.
But I messed up with the saying
And made my life a pile of mess
Every day, Every time and every second.
Let’s live in time.
Enjoying every second with no regrets.
Making our life a precious one,
Living every day with a good reason.
Let’s stop wasting our time and life
With depressions, anxieties and worries,
Let’s enjoy what time we have got
Making it special with the happiness of life.



Childhood
. Anushka Gurung
Class : 6 'B'

Childhood is the most fun and memorable time in anyone’s life. There
are different memories in different people, different thinking,
different words, ideas but according to me, childhood stage creates
the best memories ever. No stages can replace childhood.
Looking back on a childhood filled with events and memories, I find
it rather difficult to choose one of my best memory but the most
memory was spending time with my teachers, the light of my life,
who are next to my parents. They encouraged me to do a lot of things
that I thought I couldn’t do, they helped me to stand up when I fall
down and they never left lose hope on me. They see a bright future
in me, those teachers are hard to find and they create a lot of
memories in my life. When I was younger, I’d put my arms in my
shirt and told people I lost my arms. I would restart the video game
whenever I know I was going to lose. I would wait behind a door to
scare someone, but soon leave because they were taking too long or
I had to pee. I would fake being asleep so my dad would carry me to
bed. I used to swallow fruit seeds and got scared to death that a tree
was growing in my tummy.
We should all cherish our childhood memories as they always be our
companion.



You Are My Destiny!
. Anwesh Gurung
Class : 6 'A'

I never think of life
but it was a choice of alike
My aim is not in a way
Instead I will not let it go away
Never hesitate to worship
because it leads towards success
Travelling alone is not a piece of cake
but there is hope of a faith
Understand what you know, if you know
you are welcome to your own home
Bonding a new kind evolutions
makes the true imaginations
Its my destiny
and we will be strongly
In a way of led
I past it away
Life is for enjoy not to convoy
an alloy who spend his life to joy.



Unbroken
. Arya Pokhrel
Class : 5 'C'

Noone is perfect in this world. Not me and not you. So,
every pencil has an eraser to correct its mistake. Every
individual in this world makes a mistake and sometimes it
may break hearts of some. So, it’s fine to make mistakes.
Now, imagine if Jonas Edison in his just fail, gave up then
today we would maybe have no bulls and even we could
be using latters. So, it is a common thing for us human
beings to make mistake and fail. But, we should learn from
our mistakes and improve because nothing is impossible.
When the word impossible itself says 'I’m possible' then we
should not give up or quit because “winners never quit and
quitters never win”. If we don’t reach success at once then
we should try again because life is all about ups and
downs. There more than a million challenges in our life so
we need to pace because running is an option but not a
solution. We should not worry about the future now but
instead we stay in the present and try hard because the
better present, the batter is the future. We should have
courage and trust ourselves than we can do it! “Most
people reach to the 11th step of success but don’t have the
courage to take one more step because of lack of trust in
themselves and reach to the “beginning again.”



Hostel Life
. Dibyanshu Jwarchan
Class : 6 'B'
Hostel where you live, study, eat at a fixed time. I live in a Global Boys
Hostel. It's head is Ravi Panta Sir and Krishna Maya Panta Miss. I
respect them both. It lies in Ranipauwa, Pohara. I joined hostel when I
read in Class two. I was feeling nervous where big brothers will beat
me. The food and drinking water supply is good. The time to eat, study,
relax, watch TV was fixed on Friday evening and Saturday morning we
come to school for playing. The advantage I got to study well and
disadvantage I got deprived to get love from my parents. We have to
wake up early and study. No one is allowed to go outside without
permission. My hostel life is full enjoyment and chill. Some hostels have
poor aviates food but we don't have poor aviates food. In conclusion
hostel life is pleasant and fruitful to the study and learn good habits.
We are formed a habit to do our work on time.



Time Never Comes Back
. Ayush Raibhat
Class : 9 'C'
Time never comes back
Memories are kept intact,
Somewhere in your mind,
So beautiful and of various kinds.
Enjoy all the moments of your life,
Because you don't know when you will die,
Maybe today, Maybe tomorrow,
So forget all your worries and all your sorrows.
Time never comes back
Just memories are left in the rack.



If I Were A Book!
. Dikshika Gurung
Class : 7 'A'

If I were a book, I would be bland!
With no colourful picture, but always
Filled up with nostalgic and stories
It would be hard to find me,
My stories would be how every day's
Struggle looks like! A little girl with
High hopes, in this competitive world,
With all the regret, decision and struggle
I wouldn't be the book which you would
Find in every corner of everywhere.
My cover would be beautifully designed but
When you open me I wouldn't be what you expect me to be!
But the really question is,
Would you read me?



TRY, TRY AND TRY
. Bhautik Ale
Class : 6 'B'
Once there was a boy
And everyone thought
He was a useless guy.
He always failed,
In every exam
Be it first, second or third.
Or the last final term.
Once he saw an ant
Who was trying to climb a wall
Fell down but tried again
And then it did not fall.
This lit up his inner soul
He worked harder to achieve his goals.
And one day he went up so high
That he finally touched the sky!
If you too want achievements.
Never, ever cry.
Just set your goals and aims,
And try, try and try.



Who Invented Homework And Why?
. Susidhhi Tiwari
Class : 7 'C'
Homework is an set of tasks which are assigned to students. When the
topic of homework arises then the entire body of students seems to be
quite. It is a necessary evil of student's life. There are three types of
students for doing homework first the one who like to do homework
and know the value and important of homework, second the one who
hate to do homework but know the value of homework and third the
one who hate homework more than their enemy. Do you know who
invented homework and why, I think most of the student don’t know
Let me tell you.
According to various sources, homework. was originally invented by
Roberto Neville's during 1905- Roberto Neville's was an Italian
pedagogue who is not just found the villain in the life of all students but
he is also the man who is credit with the real improvement which has
taken place in the education sector. This man also held a very traditional
view regarding education and believed that homework is one of the
most important conditions which one should fulfill to effectively engage
in educational activities.
According to Roberto Neville's, the main purpose of inventing
homework was to ensure that all his students develop individuality,
independence and creative imagination. He also believed that the
effectiveness of teaching can be judge by the quality of preparation
which is followed to prepare relevant and engaging homework
assignments by students.



The Aim Of Life
. Khushbu Gurung
Class : 7 'C'
I am sure every boy and girl has to encounter such questions from
elderly people. They would ask to teenager, “What's your aim in life?”.
To such questions, you generally reply that you want to become a
doctor or on engineer or a leader, so on and so forth Yet, think for a
while Is it the aim of life or a means of livelihood? None of these can
level truly be the aim of life. Since many people have made their jobs
their aim of life, much trouble has cropped up. So, do not make your
career your aim of life. I cannot suggest what this aim should. All that
can be said is that it should be something very high like in the sky. Take
an example. What was Mahatma Gandhi's aim in life? Some of you
might say that it was the freedom of India which is not true. He was a
sad person on the day of India’s independence. So, make your own aim
and live for it.



Summer
. Manish Koirala
Class : 8 'C'
As the colder time of year finished, there was a major hail storm in
Pokhara which resembled snow. A week after the occurrence I woke up
one morning saw that the grass & trees were greener than of all time.
That is the point at which realized summer had begun. Summer is the
majority of our own number one. When I think of summer, I think of
Ice-cream, swimming & going out with friends & family. Summer is
likewise the most sizzling season. There is a summer holiday that I like
a lot. I invest the majority of my energy outside playing physical games.
& traveling



Computer
. Saksham Sapkota
Class : 10 'C'
Computers are the modern day blessings because computer can be
used for many preparation which makes our life easier.
There are some advantages of computers. Communication has become
possible due to the discovery of computer, It is used in defense system
and hospitals as well. We can get education through online or online
class that we all student and teachers did in the duration between
COVID-19. These advantages of computer make us think that they are
very useful.
Despite its advantages there are some disadvantage too. Hackers are
actively involved in cybercrime. They use this system to break the
security of the user and access to their account and misuse it. Pirvacy
has become so frequent that business organization have to face heavy
loss. Important files and data can easily be stolen as mention above.
Some bad sites are promoting rapes and many other violent crimes.
Similarly, it is making students mind dull. To do a simple mathematical
calculation, they prefer using computer.
Despite some negative aspects, computer can be considered as a boon
to us as its advantages overcomes disadvantages. If used properly then
computer is a boon or else it is curse for entire mankind.



The Strange Man
. Raymon Gurung
Class : 3 'B'
There was a boy named Tyler who was an average student in class 7.
One day, when he was going home at 3:50 pm, a strange man appeared
in the bench. He was pretending to read the newspaper. When Tyler
walked past the strange man, he saw the boy walking pass him. The
man followed the boy. The boy turned his head and saw the man
following him as he thought he was followed for just 5 minute. He
walked around the building one time. The man was still following the
boy. The boy ran to the park and hid in the bushes. The man walked
behind him and the boy faint down the ground. The man dragged him
to a chair in a creepy house. After 1 hour the boy woke in the chair...
Will be continued…… ?



Happiness
. Gahana Ghimire
Class : 6 'B'
Happiness is being home again,
Happiness is walking in the rain
Happiness is walking with no pain.
Happiness to see my humble home,
Happiness not being alone
Happiness to sit, and not to roam.
Happiness is family to me
Happiness is the face, I longed to see,
Happiness is once more being free.



Covid-19
. Aarya Hamal
Class : 6 'A'
Flying high in the sky was my dream
Driving through the lands over streams.
But all of once everything free zed
Flights cancelled and planes grounded.
December 2019 broke out an epidemic
By 2020 it transformed to pandemic
Over 5 million deaths and 250 million cases, 200 million recovered,
This outbreak reminded to 3rd world war was never needed.
With industries shut down, people locked up,
The wildlife got its freedom and so did the weather showed up,
If ever the humanity challenged nature,
It would be broken down into pieces, tea red & shredded in future.



True Friends Poem
. Firag Giri
Class : 6 'B'
I think I am so lucky in life,
Because having a friend like you is rear,
I know that you always help me,
I know you are always there,
But believe me we have a connection of heart,
From the very starting,
Because I love you a lot,
Thanks my friend!



